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I INTRODUCTION 

In practical apphcatlons of the collective theory of risk one is 
very often confronted with the problem of makmg some kind of 
assumptions about the form of the d:strlbutlon functions under- 
lying the frequency as well as the se~ enty  of clamls Lundberg's [6] 
and Cramdr's [3] approach are essenhally based upon the hypotbems 
that  the number of claims occurrmg in a certam period obey the 
Polsson dlstmbutlon whereas for the condxhonal distribution of the 
amount clamled upon occurrence of such a claim the exponentml 
distribution is very often used Of course, by weighting the Polsson 
distributions (as e g done by Ammeter [I]) one enlarges the class of 
"frequency of clmms" distributions considerably but nevertheless 
there remmns an uneasy feeling about artffmml assumptions, whmh 
are lust made for mathematmal convenmnce but are not neces- 
sarily related to the practical problems to whmh the theory of risk 
is apphed 

It  seems to me that, before applymg the general model of the 
theory of risk, one should always ask the question "How much 
Information do we want from the mathematmal model whmh 
describes the risk process ~" The answer will be that in many 
practmal cases it is sufflcmnt to determine the mean and the 
variance of this process Let me only menhon the rate makmg, the 
experience control, the refund problems and the detechon of secular 
trends m a eertam risk category In all these cases the practmal 
solutions seem to be sufflcmntly deterrnmed by mean and variance 

Let us therefore attack the problem of deternumng mean and 
varmnce of the rusk process while trying to make as few assumphons 
as posmble about the type of the underlying probablhty distribu- 
tions Thls approach is not ongmal De Fmettl [5] has already 
proposed an approach to risk theory only based upon the know- 
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ledge of mean  and variance I t  is along his lines of thought ,  
a l though in different mathemat ica l  form, tha t  I wish to proceed 

2 THE DISTRIBUTION OF CLAIMS 

Even  if our  me thod  shall not  depend on the part icular  &s tn -  
but lon functions char~c tenzmg the risk process we still have  to 
refer to these functions "D l s tnbu t i on  free"  means then, of course, 
tha t  we are not  at  l iber ty  to make assumptmns as to the type  to 
whmh the functmns m quest ion should belong 

With  this m mind we define two r andom variables 

a) X s tanding for the f requency  of claims and computed  as 

k 
x ( N )  - N 

where k = number  of claims m a given period 

N = number  of risks exposed m the same period 

b) Y s tanding for the average amoun t  per claim occurred or 

S 
Y (k) = 

where S = to ta l  sum of claims paid m a certain period 

k = as under  a) 

What  a s sumphons - -R  is of course necessary to make some- -a r e  
feasible for the distr ibution functmns of X and Y 

I should hke to discuss the following two hypotheses  

I Homogene, ty An 3, k nsks  chosen at  r andom from the total  
number  of N risks have identical occurrence and claim amount  
dis tr ibut ions,  m mathemat ica l  language 

k IS the sum of exchangeable o - - I  r andom variables 

F r  (k) (Y) depends only on the number  k bu t  not  on the choice 
of the k risks whmh have produced claims, 

I I  Independence The  occurrence of any  one par t icular  claim 
does not  influence the occurrence of any  other  claim and any  
claim amoun t  has no bearing on the amount  of later  claims 
occurring,  
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in mathematical language 

k is a sum of N independent o - - I  trials 

S is the sum of k independent random variables 

3 DISCUSSION OF THE HYPOTHESES 

Hypotheses I Any mathematmal model of practical importance 
seems impossible without this hypothesis Even if in theory one 
might t ry to evade the assumption of homogenetty by means of 
conditional distributions this amounts practmally speaking only to 
subdividing the total collective of risks into subcollechves where 
the postulate of homogeneity holds 

But is hypothesis I ]ustlfled from a practical point of vmw ~ Yes, 
if we bear the following considerations in mind 

a) If we apply collective risk methods to any collective whmh 
has been ]udged to be homogeneous by standard underwriting 
practices, we have no reason to doubt hypothesis I 

b) If our collective under consideration is heterogeneous by 
underwriting standards there is still one way of reasoning which 
allows us to work with hypothesis I This is the fact that  as k 
(the number of claims) becomes large we can count on obtaining 
a fairly representative sample of risks within which the members 
of the heterogeneous population occur almost in the "correct" 
proportion 

Hypothesis I I  In many cases the assumption of independent 
individual risks does certainly not hold Nevertheless collective 
risk models are mostly constructed under this assumption (In 
fact the independence hypothesis is so common to be made that  
many authors forget to mention it) But again are there other 
reasons than those of mathematical convenience which can be 
quoted in support of such a working hypothesis ~ What are they 

a) First of all, ff we speak of independent individual risks, we 
should say what we mean by individual risks Independence can 
very often be achieved by considering groups of insured objects 
or of individual people as one individual risk Unfortunately in 
defining individual risks this way we certainly are bound to in- 
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crease the degree of heterogeneity within a given collective One 
m~ght therefore argue that there is no sense m re:proving on the 
apphcabfllty of one basic hypothesis ~f another equally important 
one tends to lose ~ts ]ustlflcat~on Nevertheless I am convinced 
that m many practical circumstances there Is a middle road 
between Scylla and Charybdis 

b) In addition there is the fact that mdwldual risks are indeed 
often independent for a great proportion of the whole collective 
If this proportion is overwhelming the influence of interdependent 
risks can be neglected As ]ustlhed later, the influence of depen- 
dence leads to overestimation of the varmnce for smaller samples 
and to underestimation for larger ones For many practical purposes 
this seems to put the insurer rather on the safe rode 

Summarizing this discussion ~t seems to me that hypothems I 
can very often be accepted Hypothems II can well be justified as 
a hrst approximation However, one might wmh to adlust results 
obtained on account of Hypothems II by the use of correlation 
coefhc~ents 

4 CONSEQUENCES OF THE TWO HYPOTHESES 

From Hypothems I 

a) A very lmmedlate consequence is the mathematical fact that 
the expected value of X and the condRlonal expectation of Y given 

k do not depend on the parameters N and k 

in mathematical form 

E [X (N)] = g. (independent of N) 

E [Y(k) /k]  = v (independent of k) 

where E [ /k] = conditional expectation given k 

b) A more elaborate dlscusmon of thin hypothesis can be mathe- 
matically phrased as follows 

X (N) is a sum of exchangeable random variables 

Y (k) xs, for any given k, a sum of exchangeable random variables 
Refernng the reader to papers by De Fmettl  [4] and the author 

[2] on the theory of exchangeable random variables, I should 
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merely hke to point out one consequence of exchangeability whmh 
seems important wlthm the scope of this paper 

All collectives of exchangeable random variables whmh can be 
enlarged without loss of the exchangeability property, have 
necessarily positive correlatmn coeffmmnts 

In practme this means, provided a homogeneous collective of risks 
can always be mlbedded within a bigger still homogeneous collec- 
tive, correlatmns between individual risks will be positive Or, 
more mtmtlvely, ff there is mterdependcncc among a homogeneous 
collective of risks, the following holds 

the occurrence of a claim will never dccrease the chance for the 
occurrence of any other claim but could have the opposlte effect 

the fact, that a high claim amount has occurred will never 
decrease the chances of a high claim amount for any other rusk but 
may rather increase it 

From Hypotheses I and I I  

a) If in addition to hypothesis I we also accept II we find that 
the variance of X (N) and the conditional variance of Y (k) are 
hnearly decreasing functions of N and k respectively 

in mathematical form 

a 2[X (N)] = aZ/N a 2 = constant 

a 9" [Y (k)/L] = "r2lk x 2 = constant 

where a 2 [ /k] ~ conchtlonal variance given k 

b) Our discussion of hypothesis I indicates that  without hypo- 
thesis II  we would most hkely expect the above two vamances to 
decrease more slowly than in the case of Independence 

Again our intuition may help us m understanding th~s mathe- 
matical formahsm if we bear m nund, that a) mdmates how big a 
sample we have to take to apply the law of larger numbers The 
discussion under b) would then tell us that  in the case of rater- 
dependent risks we would need a bigger sample to achmve the same 
averaging effect of large numbers 

5 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Based upon our definitions, hypotheses and considerations as 
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made m the prevmus paragraphs the foUowmg formal set up is 
mdmated 

X (N) = random varmble representing the frequency of clmms 

Y ( k ) =  random variable representing the average amount per 
clmm occurred 

Hypotheses I and II lead us to postulate 

a) X (N) has mean g. (independent of N) 
variance a~/N (~2 = constant) 

b) given k Y(k) has mean ~, (independent of k) 
varmnce .~2/k (.~2 = constant) 

6 MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE RISK PROCESS 

Consldermg that we are interested in the totahty of clalms 
originating from the risk process our attentlon w111 be focused on 

the random variable 

number of clmms total of claims total of clatms 
Z = X Y = number of risks number of claims number of risks 

Our goal is to find E (Z) and ~2 (Z) 

a) E (Z) = E (X Y) = E [X E (Y/k)] 

= E [X ~] = ~ v 

Hence 

(~) E (Z) = 

b) o 3 (Z) = E 

E (Z2) = E 

=E 

=E 

V 2 

v 

(z2) - -  E~ (Z) 

[X2E ( v ~ / x ) ]  

[Nk~22 E CY'I~,) ] 

v2a 2 -I- g.~2 
~ + N 
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Hence 
V2a2 + ~.~2 

(2) a 2 (Z) -- N 

Formulae (I) and (2) allow us to determine completely the mean 
and the variance of the totahty of claims All that remains to be 
done Is to estlmate the four parameters ~t, g, v, ~ from the actual 
observatmns 

7 ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS 

Let us assume that  we have the foUowmg data available for m 
observatmn periods 

k~ = nvmber of claams occurred m permd ~, 

N~ = number of risks exposed m permd z, 

S~ = to tahty  of claim amounts prod m period ~, 

From these data we derive for each , ,  

k~ 
X~ = ~ mean ~, variance a~/N~ 

S~ 
Y~ = -~ mean v, variance ,~Z/k~ 

By replacing the sample mean and vanancc for the populahon 
mean and variance respectively the following eshmates are 
obtained 

(3) ~ = z X, N, Zk, 
Z N~ -- Z N~ 

Z (X, - -  ~)2 N, 
(4) ~ = 

m 

(5) ; - - -  - 

ks Z ks 
(y, _ _  ;)3 k, 

(6) .~2 = 
m 

It is interesting to observe that  the apphed estimatmn prmcxple 
does not use any assumptmn about the underlying probablhty 
dlstnbutmns However, should they be of the normal type then ~, 
~g {, ,~z are exactly the mammum hkehhood eshmates 
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8 ONE FINAL REMARK 

From the estimates for ~, a ~, v, x ~ it is easy, using formulae (I) 
and (2), to get estimates for E (Z) and a z (Z) 

However one questmn may cross our minds at thin stage "Why  
do we have to proceed m such a comphcated fastuon m order to 
obtain these eshmates ~ Would ,t not be posmble to get reasonable 
estimates directly by the use of the observed values of Z ~" 

Totol claim amounts 

Z~ = Total number of risks 

The answer to this question Is defimtely m the negahve Let me 
illustrate thin by an example, (working with hypothetmal figures 
for X~ and Y~ where for slmphmty N is taken constant) 

X Y Z 

I IO 2 0  2 

2 05 40 2 

3 06 33 333 2 
4 04 50 2 
5 0 2  I O 0  2 

The estlmatmn method proposed m paragraph 7 ymlds the follow- 
Ing results 

g. = 054 

~2 = 7 04 Io 4 N 

= 37 037 

• ~ = 23 26 N 
Hence 

~(z) = ~ 4 = 2  

~z (Z) -- N -- 2 2z 

(Z) = 1 49 

We observe that our method g,ves us a very substantml standard 

devmtlon 

On the other hand eshmatlng E (Z) and a 2 (Z) from the observed 
Z~ we obviously find 
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( z )  = 2 

( z )  = o 

This is certainly unreasonable since it suggests that our risk 
process is determmlsbc and lacks any random element The method 
proposed in paragraph 7, however, avoids such wrong conclusions 
since it analyses the components of the risk process more carefully 
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